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ABSTRACT: Pyroarchitectures; construction by combustion

Pyroarchitectures describe architecture produced by the product of fire. This thesis proposes a conceptual system to engage with burned buildings, their narrative, and a co-existence between a burned artifact and contemporary architecture. A provisional, reciprocal partnership between two parts; burned artifact and contemporary intervention. The system examines the tension between burned existing context and cast new content which traces and records the unpredictability fire has on objects. This thesis utilizes casting as a methodology to preserve and engage a burned artifact; it demonstrates layering and physical indexing with a focus on time and memory. It further explores the possibility to preserve a moment in time to document the form of architecture in spontaneous flux. The Glasgow School of Art has consumed two fires in its lifetime and is used as a case study to explore the relationship between fire and architecture, and pose the question; how can combustion inform construction?
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“We want architecture that has more. Architecture that bleeds, that exhausts, that whirls, and even breaks. Architecture that lights up, stings, rips, and tears under stress. Architecture has to be cavernous, fiery, smooth, hard, angular, brutal, round, delicate, colourful, obscene, lustful, dreamy, attracting, repelling, wet, dry, and throbbing. Alive or dead.

If cold, then cold as a block of ice. If hot, then hot as a blazing wing. Architecture must blaze.”

—Wolf D. Prix, 1980

---

Figure 0.1  Glaswegian onlookers immersed in the blaze of the Glasgow School of Art. 2018.
Introduction

A history of annihilation, a self-destructive and apocalyptic legacy of blaze and fury; a cold yet thermally charged edifice, a building with a prophecy, one with purgatory and degradation; one which seeks purity as an anaesthetic for combustion; a building which shares the genesis of time and matter; one with the primordial element of creation, and one with thermal sublimation and contradiction; this is the Glasgow School of Art. The Mackintosh Building at the Glasgow School of Art was designed by one of Scotland’s greatest architects, Charles Rennie Mackintosh. It was constructed in the heart of the Art Nouveau era between 1890 and 1909. It is held with high regard for its innovation in building technologies at the time of construction, its decorative and artistic detailing, and contribution to modern architecture. In 2014, the building was consumed by its first fire and later in 2018 by a second. Currently the decision still stands—the same decision following the 2014 fire—that the Mackintosh Building will be restored to its former glory. The Glasgow Council stated “there is a consensus emerging that the intention of Historic Environment Scotland and the Glasgow School of Art is to save the building and rebuild as before, stone by stone.” Julian Harrap, the conservationist architect behind the Neues Museum Berlin weighed in emphatically stating that an exact replica would be a “disgrace to the profession...the idea of knocking it down and building something entirely new is equally unacceptable. We have to tread this fragile middle ground. I believe the shell of building can be retained, with a very simple interior, with memories of Mackintosh where they’re

---

A sensitive approach to preserving the past starts with preserving the presence of its soul, the essence of its architecture, acknowledging its history and embracing its transformation. To preserve a building does not mean to maintain it, nor repair it, nor to rebuild it, but to reestablish it in its finished state. Harrap states the act of preservation is somewhere in the middle ground between duplication and building something new. Therefore, a new solution is required; something that cultivates a contrast with existing context and new content while witnessing culture and architecture, something which establishes a dialogue between Art Nouveau and contemporary architecture—an accentuation of the consciousness of the past time.

Architecture can be understood as objects, buildings, or artifacts that assert themselves in nature; an act of human influence or interference with the outside environment. But what happens when the outside environment lashes back? Nature here will refer to the element of fire and its forces with architecture. The relationship fire and architecture share evolved through time out of necessity. First as the creator of architecture and its formation, and later to the extinction of necessity and function, slowly moving into a symbolic representation, even though it is so important to the way we’ve come to experience space. As humans became familiarized with fire and its thermal qualities, they began to produce mechanical systems and technology to perform in the same way as a fireplace or hearth. Today, fire and its thermal quality have become homogenized; thermal conditions have become standardized with the use of mechanical systems—mainly due to efficiencies and progression of technology. Since the hearth has slowly disappeared in the home, have we lost touch with our thermal sense?—differences in warm, cool, humid, airy, radiant, cozy—all qualities which

---


encompass our sense of space. Typically, architecture and its construction is meant to combat fire by fire ratings, fire walls, compartmentalizing exit stairs, fireproof exit corridors, fire rated assemblies, etc. Additionally, through a variety of materials such as different glasses, bricks, steel, ceramics, and more—all which involve fire in their creation. But fire as a design element and tool for design has essentially been worked-out of the equation; the limits of its use now rests at material creation and fire-spread prevention. Through decades of technological advancements in heating systems, the hearth has slowly experienced demise in the spatial design of architecture, and its elemental presence in the home. How can the universal symbol be reintroduced as a catalyst for intervention and creation of new architectures today? This thesis positions fire as the universal element, the creator, and transformative agent for change. It proposes a conceptual system and hyper-speculative, philosophical perspective on fire and its effect on architecture. Furthermore, this thesis explores the phenomena of architecture and fire, and the evolution of fire as a symbol within the cultural realm of architecture by proposing a pyroarchitecture which looks at a reinterpretation of our relationship between construction and combustion in a contemporary setting. Pyroarchitectures describe construction produced by the phenomena of fire; formations or disarrangement through the process of combustion; a reapplication of Bachelard’s term; pyromena, which are phenomenas produced by fire. By reinterpreting Bachelard’s psychological concept of pyromena as an architectural one, we can begin to uncover the origins between fire and building.

---


0.2 Sectional model of Glasgow School of Art burning.
Casting as narrative

—A systematic preservation

This thesis utilizes casting as a methodology for material testing through a series of hybrid models which experiment ways to reinterpret the effects of fire and its role as a design tool. Material explorations analyze the transitional aspects of the casting process which look at the relationship between a structure, its burn, and the result of a new construction. A series of cast models were created to explore these concepts; they capitalize on the transitional and transformative aspect of architecture and its designer; fire. This thesis proposes a conceptual system; a partnership on which the existing burned artifact can co-exist with a new cast intervention. It simply uncovers an approach to on how to engage with a burned artifact by a means of preserving the memory of the burn. In some cases, acts of overwriting or editing perform with the purpose of erasing history, while others aim to extend history with a new chapter of reinterpretation. The tension between burned existing context and cast new content traces and records the unpredictability fire has on objects which aim to extend its history. It becomes a negotiation of material behaviour and competition of resources; a dialogue between a burned, pre-existing order, and a ravenous elemental force—a play between addition and subtraction, construction and destruction.

The work began with extensive archaeological excavation recovering the existing plan in time, following its most recent fire. The project works to recover spatial complexity by reinterpreting the building and its conditions in its current state and simulating those conditions in its next burn in its legacy. Through the use of casting, one uncovers the apocalyptic legacy of change through the act of the burn in material transformations. The reinterpretation of these conditions becomes a way to examine how a building can evolve through many fires, and the record of change being a

---

5 Wong, Liliane, 32.
physical layering of new parts. This layering has become a natural derivative of visual sequences of casual links of construction by combustion, the effect of fire which changes the formal arrangement of the architectural section, thus altering a new site condition.

0.3 Sectional model of Glasgow School of Art as semi-ruin.
1.1 Exterior render of North elevation following construction of new concrete casts.
Chapter 1

Fire
What is fire?
—The universal explanation

"Fire and heat provide modes of explanation in the most varied domains, because they have been for us the occasion for unforgettable memories, for simple and decisive personal experiences. Fire is thus a privileged phenomenon which can explain anything. If all that changes slowly may be explained by life, all that changes quickly is explained by fire. Fire is the ultra-living element. It is intimate and it is universal. It lives in our heart. It lives in the sky. It rises from the depths of the substance and offers itself with the warmth of love. Or it can go back down into the substance and hide there, latent and pent-up, like hate and vengeance. Among all phenomenon, it is really the only one to which there can be so definitely attributed the opposing values of good and evil. It shines in Paradise. It burns in Hell. It is gentleness and torture. It is cookery and it is apocalypse. It is a pleasure for the good child sitting prudently by the hearth; yet punishes any disobedience when the child wishes to play too close to its flames. It is well-being and it is respect. It is a tutelary and a terrible divinity, both good and bad. It can contradict itself; thus it is one of the principles of universal explanation."8

This definition by Bachelard encapsulates the very essence of fire in almost every single dimension of one’s life and the primitive relationship humans share with this element. The discovery of fire has been a well documented area of research, yet the specificity of its date in time remains unknown. However, the idolatry of its existence has rendered a stronger social reality, opposed to a natural reality. Respect for fire is something which has been taught, this is not a natural respect.9 The first general knowledge we have of fire is not to touch it, therefore, one could argue that our primitive reality has been socially constructed; thus, forming our preconceptions about

8 Bachelard, Gaston, 7.

9 Bachelard, Gaston, 10.
its behaviour. That being said, inner experiments are inevitably a contradiction of an objective approach—because of these difficulties exploring fire objectively, everything must be called into question: sensation, common sense, usage, and even etymology—building our hypothesis aids to form convictions with the appearance of true knowledge.

1.2 1,000,000 years ago. Homo Erectus and the discovery of fire. The first known being to control fire; no specific date has been established for the discovery of fire.

10 Bachelard, Gaston, 11.

11 Bachelard, Gaston, 2.
Nonetheless, any preconceptions with our fundamental knowledge of fire has conjured a desire and obsession for knowledge surrounding fire as the first phenomena. Fire has been broken into two linked phenomenas described by Bachelard as the \textit{pyromenon}; being the product of fire; and the \textit{pyromena}; being the phenomenon produced by fire. Brought into the realm of architecture, these concepts will be referred to as \textit{pyroarchitectures}; architectures produced by the product of fire. By working with pyromenon and pyroarchitectures, this thesis aims to discover a unique knowledge-set on ways to experience material, program, space, and inhabitation through preservation, legacy, and creation of pyroarchitectures.
Why fire?
—The pyromenon

Fire is preeminently the connecting link for all symbols; it idealizes materialistic knowledge, and it materializes idealistic knowledge. It is critical to uncover why fire is not only applied to the generation of architecture in isolated circumstances, but in a holistic approach which encapsulates the entirety with the subject. Through history, fire has been a catalyst for cultural formation of society; its generative function as a seed which has linked inhabitation and animistic cultures, thus connecting construction and combustion which are bound in a close, and permanent relationship. This close bond between fire and architecture are evident when architecture has been reduced to its most elemental and primitive form.

“Fire is not a separable datum from experience; already linked by analogy and identity to a dozen other aspects of experience. It’s heat is analogous to the internal heat we feel as warm-blooded animals; its sparks are analogous to seeds, the units of life; its flickering movement is analogous to vitality; its flames are phallic symbols, providing further analogy to the sexual act, as the ambiguity of the world “consummation” indicates; its transforming power is analogous to purgation.”

---

12 Bachelard, Gaston, 55.


14 Bachelard, Gaston, VI.
This creates a link between fire and architecture by fire’s thermal qualities and its link to sensation and space. These linkages form the thermal environment, which has, through history created the coexistence and partnership of both fire and architecture. The thermal environment generated the relationship between humans and space; the generation of warmth within our own bodies—warmth in what is alive at the very core of things, the very centre of our being—is what produced sensuality,
cultural roles, and symbolism of this thermal sense. The thermal sense creates the background for all experience, it cannot be isolated from experience, unlike seeing or hearing; it cannot be closed off, therefore it is essential to our perception of experience which cannot be removed from the world of architecture. Thermal quality within architecture enriches one’s experience of a place and increases its value—the bodily experience of our thermal conditions become an elevated sense—a metaphor which becomes represented by comfort, delight and social affinity which reinforce the significance of place in people’s lives.

The most vivid and powerful experiences are those involving all of the senses at once; the primitive fascination with fire stems from the totality of its sensory stimulation. A building which has the scent of past fires; visual traces, imprints, and signs of change; a tactile and vulnerable quality to its touch; walls that echo the crackling of its former blaze; and above all a burning, reflective consciousness of past time which rests in its soul will meet the highest calibre of stimulus for its user. Together, all these senses create an intense feeling of reality, the “here and nowness” of the moment in which fire becomes completely captivating. These moments allow humans to become completely enveloped in a sensual, and emotional consciousness; fire becomes the agent responsible for this connection. Fire must always be part of architecture, as architecture has a special physical relationship with life, and fire has a special relationship with being, a primitive type awareness for a connection and

---

15 Heschong, Lisa, 26.
16 Heschong, Lisa, 29.
17 Heschong, Lisa, 65.
18 Heschong, Lisa, 29.
19 Heschong, Lisa, 35.
affection to an architecture inextricably bound to fire draws on its thermal function; its effectiveness speaks to its sensibility to an architecture and its narrative with fire. 21

If the Glasgow School of Art was simply restored to its former glory—and restored in a manner which covered up traces of past fires—would one perceive its true story? The same must be asked if its left as a ruin. This predicament begs a new solution; both of these instances in partnership offer a more effective and supportive result. 22 But where did these elements of architecture, fire, and experience materialize? What are the origins of their partnership and why is fire so important?...

21 Heschong, Lisa, 36.

22 Heschong, Lisa, 37.
The hut and the bonfire. The Vitruvian tale of the archetypal tribe who comes across a clearing in the woods filled with branches and brush. The tribe had to decide to build a shelter or burn the wood for warmth; the architectural space of the bonfire being no less architectural than the form of the hut. This myth presents a psychological dilemma which was said to have birthed architecture where combustion precedes construction. 15 B.C.
The hearth

—The symbol of house and home

A primitive tribe travels through the night where they come across a clearing in a forest where they intend to stay the night. The clearing is littered with branches and brush. The tribe has a decision to make; use the brush and branches to build a shelter, or burn the brush and branches to create a bonfire for warmth. This single dilemma is said to have been the precise moment in history where fire and architecture came to be; one of the origin myths of architecture proposed by Vitruvius. He explains this as the life of man before the discovery of fire; this dilemma being the formation of human society, and the beginning of architecture. 23 On one hand, in satires about the origin of architecture and the rituals of urban foundation; on the other, in the infantile perception and the psychoanalysis of the house. In all beginnings or origins, in myths and rituals as well as in the preconscious or unconscious mind, construction and fire are intermingled and intertwined. 24 But fire also does so much more, it transforms food and symbolizes the house and as well as the city; it developed domestic foundation and material organization of space—the house (or architecture) unties construction and combustion into everyday use and into the soul of architecture. 25 A brief history of the hearth, technology, and the demise of the hearth will trace back the pockets in history where the hearth was slowly replaced by alternative means of production and efficiency.

---

23 Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 9.

24 Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 8-9.

25 Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 213.
Fire has long been associated with the house and foundational rites and the establishment and animator of the city. Bachelard explains fire as the element which gives animation to everything, as the principle of life and death, of existence and non-existence, acts by itself and bears within itself the power to act. Fire reproduces and divides itself, specializes, proliferates and increases in quantity; fire suffers a slow desire of quality, losing its ritual and mythical content; it is dislodged, and then ousted altogether, from the central place it occupied in the architectural space.

---

26 Bachelard, Gaston, 72.

27 Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 214.
Since the hut and the bonfire, fire in the home developed into the *hearth*, or fireplace. It celebrated the creation of the home, domestic life, ceremony, and a metaphor for life. Fireplaces played a prominent role within the household; it assumed a functional-symbolic duality; however in contemporary architecture fire exists primarily as a symbol with its ties to the function of heating severed.\(^{28}\) The fireplace was the centre of family life and the house, “its dancing light, smoky smells, and warm crackling created an ambience that made a house more a home—it created traditions around the hearth and connections to deep cultural roots.”\(^{29}\) The hearth offered the first sense of spatial planning following the tale of the archetypal tribe described by Vitruvius. In Plan of St. Gall (820 A.D.), the hearth served as an element for spatial arrangement and planning as rooms were organized around the hearth.\(^{30}\)

![Plan of St. Gall. A floor plan of the hospice for pilgrims illustrating spatial arrangement surrounding the hearth. 820 A.D.](image)

---

\(^{28}\) Heschong, Lisa, 50.

\(^{29}\) Heschong, Lisa, viii.

\(^{30}\) Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 215.
By the early part of the 18th century, the fireplace became decentralized and reduced to the pursuit of efficiency—the technology behind mechanical systems and heating for centralized systems in buildings had been more or less developed. The idea of controlling heat proposed ideas about ease and regeneration opposed to disposal and loss of heat. The stove was later transformed into the furnace and for the first time people began to realize fire could be captured, enclosed, and dispersed—at this time people also started to pay more attention to building more airtight structures. On the threshold of modernity, the fireplace had won in efficiency what it had lost in size and centrality which it later evolved to regain in the ‘ornamental’ or artificial flame of electric stoves and fireplaces where they later were relocated from the centre of the house to walls and rooms. This developed into heating systems which located all heating to one part of the house, and distributed the heat through walls and floors—shutting fire away into the stove or furnace, thus eliminating the visual cue altogether.

31 Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 15.
32 Heschong, Lisa, 14.
33 Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 223.
The fireplace soon became visually silent within architecture, and eventually its symbol within architecture also went silent. Through the evolution of fire and demise as a symbol in architecture; from the bonfire, to the fireplace and hearth, to the panthermicon and the stove, we have slowly seen the phasing out and demise of fire in our buildings. As the house slowly lost the need for fireplaces, the thermal environment became a place of thermal homogeneity. The deep, burning fascination of fire and our dominion over it prompted the invention of mechanical systems which have thus caused the fireplace and hearth to become obsolete. The hearth is no longer viewed as the element within a house that is required to bring us thermal delight and meaning to the home, we no longer need to create one special place within the house to have the

---

34 Heschong, Lisa, 11.
right thermal qualities, because now every space can be regulated. Therefore, activities which were once localized by the predominant source of heat and meaning in the home have become diffused throughout buildings.

Is it possible to regain a connection with fire—the creator of architecture—and bring it back to the very design process it once informed?

35 Heschong, Lisa, 40.
2.1 Interior render of exhibition spaces following construction of new concrete casts.
Chapter 2

Glasgow School of Art
Glasgow School of Art ravaged by fire again

Second blaze in four years destroys large sections of the institution, after £120m restoration programme

The Glasgow School of Art was again ravaged by fire on the night of 25 June 2018, with the blaze gutting the main building, which had been restored and re-opened just four years earlier. The fire, which started in the early hours of the morning, destroyed much of the building, leaving only a shell of the historic structure standing. The blaze is the second major fire to hit the school in recent years, with the first occurring in 2014, which caused extensive damage to the building's interior and exterior.

The fire began in the roof space of the building, which houses the school's library and administration offices. It is not yet clear what caused the fire, but it is believed that it started in the storage area for the school's collection of textiles and materials.

Dean of fine art at the school, Professor John Beel, said: "This is a tragedy for everyone associated with the school and a huge loss for the city of Glasgow. We are working closely with the fire service to understand the extent of the damage and the implications for the future of the school."

The school has been closed since the fire, and is now working to assess the extent of the damage and plan for the future. The school's leaders are expected to make a statement in the coming days, and will be working to ensure that the school's teaching and learning activities can continue as soon as possible.

The fire has caused widespread damage to the building, and the school's leaders are now working to assess the extent of the damage and plan for the future. The school's leaders are expected to make a statement in the coming days, and will be working to ensure that the school's teaching and learning activities can continue as soon as possible.

The fire has caused widespread damage to the building, and the school's leaders are now working to assess the extent of the damage and plan for the future. The school's leaders are expected to make a statement in the coming days, and will be working to ensure that the school's teaching and learning activities can continue as soon as possible.
Part of Glasgow art school to be pulled down to avert collapse

Sorcha Carroll
Scotland editor

A significant part of the Glasgow School of Art will need to be urgently demolished after being declared unoccupied following a major fire. The school is to be pulled down to avert collapse.

The fire, which ripped through the library and art school on September 14, badly damaged the library and art school. The fire also damaged the school's roof, which it is feared could collapse onto the library and art school.

As each day passes, a sudden collapse is more likely - it's more dangerous now. John Edgar, Glasgow School of Art, said the decision to remove the roof would be necessary to prevent the building from collapsing.

2.3 Part of Glasgow art school to be pulled down to avert collapse. 2018.
‘It’s as if the soul has been ripped out of Mackintosh’s masterpiece,’ 2018.
Blaze paints the saddest picture

First minister surveys the heartbreaking scene as Mackintosh's masterpiece goes up in smoke for a second time

Blaze-ravaged

Stricken woes were far from over as the crowd turned to the corner of the city where the blaze had raged. Standing amid the smoldering ruins, the First Minister looked at the gutted remains of the iconic building with a heavy heart. "This is a tragedy," he said. "It is an icon of our city, our culture, and it is a testament to our resilience."

"The blaze was a watershed moment," said the First Minister. "It reminds us of our vulnerability and our susceptibility to such a devastating event."

The blaze, which started in the early hours of the morning, consumed the historic building in just a few hours. "It is a reminder of our fragility," said the First Minister. "But it is also a reminder of our determination to recover and rebuild."
We saw massive fireball...people started crying, 2018.
Scottish architect, designer, and artist, Charles Rennie Mackintosh is widely recognized as one of Scotland’s most renowned architects and influential figures. His status was established with the works of the Mackintosh Building at the Glasgow School of Art, first constructed in 1896 and completed in its second phase in 1909. Glasgow is also home to many other projects by Mackintosh that still remain today. By the end of the 20th century he was recognized as the father of the Glasgow style which influenced ideas on modern architecture following his reign.\textsuperscript{36}

Mackintosh was born on June 7, 1868 in Glasgow, Scotland not far from its medieval cathedral.\textsuperscript{37} He began his formal training as an architect between 1883 and 1884 in the office of John Hutchinson where he spent five years gaining practical experience by tracing and copying drawings. During his time at Hutchinson’s office he attended art classes where he then decided to enrol as a student at the Glasgow School of Art; his training involved drawing, painting, modelling, and design.\textsuperscript{38} In his latter years of his Architecture program, he gained recognition from his colleagues and professors by winning multiple design and construction awards at the school. Upon his graduation in 1894, he attended sketching tours in Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, East Anglia, and Devon from 1894 to 1898.\textsuperscript{39} His travels focused on the study of medieval churches and their fittings, along with vernacular buildings of the 17th and 18th century—inspiration evident in his work during his career. He was


\textsuperscript{39} “Charles Rennie Mackintosh.” GSofA. Accessed March 9, 2019.
highly influenced by his immediate context—historic Scottish architecture such as medieval churches and vernacular buildings which became highly influential in his work, alongside architecture throughout the United Kingdom.

Following his travels in abroad, he joined the office of John Honeyman and Keppie as a draughtsman. John Honeyman at the time was recognized as one of the leading architecture firms in Glasgow winning many competitions for churches, schools, public buildings, and private houses. The Glasgow Art Club, 1892, is the earliest project by Mackintosh where his hand can be seen on interior design fit-outs and decoration—this was the first example of his style emerging; the idiosyncratic Art Nouveau finger plates and ventilation grills, extravagant door cases and fireplace dressed in Italian Renaissance details. In 1896, Mackintosh headed the Glasgow School of Art competition—and later commission—which has come to symbolize Mackintosh, his style, and his achievements as an architect. Mackintosh produced a vast range of work that still stands today as cultural landmarks such as: The Hill House, Willow Tea Rooms, and The Scotland Street School.

It must be noted that Mackintosh—as an architect and a figure—has contributed greatly to the design sense and creativity to the city of Glasgow. His works are known internationally and cherished by many. His building at the Glasgow School of Art will live on in infamy...

---


The building
—*Masterwork of Mackintosh*

Regarded as Mackintosh’s masterwork and a prized possession of the Art Nouveau era, the Glasgow School of Art symbolizes Mackintosh and his accomplishments as an architect. It is located in the historically rich, culturally diverse, and artistically charged mega-city of Glasgow. Originally founded in 1845, as Glasgow’s Government School of Design—later changed to the Glasgow School of Art—the school had been the result of an economic shift with the encouragement and importance of design-based industries to the local economy. By the 1890’s, it became one of the leading art and design schools in Britain, however despite this reputation, it lacked proper accommodation to suit its growth. Under new leadership of Francis H. Newbery, a new building was to be constructed as a sign of progress by the school. In 1895, the Bellahouston Trustees, administrators of a Glasgow charity organized a deal to purchase a site to present to the school. The site was valued at £6,000, additionally with a building fund of £4,000, and a £5,000 grant from the Town Council. The Newbery building committee invited twelve leading architecture firms in Glasgow to participate in the competition and in January of 1897, Honeyman and Keppie’s competition entry was chosen as the winner. The winning proposal has always been credited as Mackintosh’s authorship, however the committee dealt with Keppie for most correspondence with Mackintosh’s name off the official record. At the time of completion of the second phase in 1909—after Mackintosh had been made partner—he was credited and publicly acknowledged as the architect responsible for both phases.


At the time, there was only a sufficient amount of funding for the first phase of construction; in 1906 the school had raised status which required the second phase of the building to be completed following the merger of the Glasgow School of Art and the Scotland Technical College.\textsuperscript{45}

2.8 First floor plan, Glasgow School of Art. 1910.

2.9 North elevation, Glasgow School of Art. 1910.
2.10 West & East elevation, Glasgow School of Art, 1910.

2.11 Building sections, Glasgow School of Art, 1910.
Designing with a tight budget, the simple plan resembles a shallow ‘E’ that fills the site; it is comprised of a narrow entrance block on the North side of the building facing Renfrew Street; it organizes all studios and work spaces along this axis to take advantage of natural light; water closets, staircases, cloakrooms, administration on the South side; and a corridor to join these two functions in the middle. The first floor featured a museum and the famous library; part of the building eloquently designed and detailed by Mackintosh himself with the highest level of craftsmanship including coloured botanical motifs representative of the Art Nouveau movement. The building is constructed of conventional masonry limestone units up to thicknesses of thirty-three inches for some load-bearing walls and with floors constructed of timber and supported by steel beams. The Southwest wing of the building is a six-storey tower running along the steep grade where the library is located. Composed in two contrasting halves, the lower part is ashlar with three oriel windows under bowed canopies, and the right side all ashlar with the three oriel windows repeated to the full height of the facade creating a fortress-like effect. With a tight budget it was demanded by the competition committee that the building be stripped of its details; however, Mackintosh, the artist, made sure to contrast the stark geometry of the building and include surrounding stonework to have emblematic figures representing art, sculpture, architecture and music. The second floor of the building presents intricacies between a fully glazed corridor and three bays of brick arches linking the two staircases opening up to the loggia to the glass-encased pavilion. Mackintosh chose to take the circulation route inside the Eastern wing of attic studios to a passage which is carved out that leads to the Eastern stair. From within and without, these additions have an accretive, improvised character, informal, but at the same time complex and ingenious.


Main entrance, Glasgow School of Art. 1910.
Southwest library wing, Glasgow School of Art. 1910.
2.15 Museum, Glasgow School of Art. 1910.
2.16  North elevation, Glasgow School of Art. 2011.
2.17 South elevation, Glasgow School of Art. 2011.
“It was a work of extraordinary skill, combining Scottish baronial architecture, innovative construction and discernible built tradition, with elegant influences from Japan.” It has undergone minor renovations and conservation efforts to maintain the stable condition of the building over the years and in 2006 was granted £4,466,000 by the Heritage Lottery fund to the Mackintosh Conversation and Access project. The aim of grant was to contribute to the repair and conservation of the building and its archives and collections, along with improved access to new scholars and the public. The ambitious scheme to conserve the building was handled by the architecture firm, Page\Park who started work following the grant and completed it later in 2009. However, despite efforts to conserve the building, in 2014 it was severely damaged by a large fire…and later in 2018 experienced a similar fate...

---


Firefighters fighting blaze. 2018.
2.20 Glaswegians watching the blaze. 2018.
2.21 Firefighters fighting blaze. 2018.
The fires

— The beginning of a new beginning

At 11:20pm on the evening of June 15, 2018, a large fire broke out and engulfed the Glasgow School of Art for the second time in four years. More than 120 firefighters and 20 fire engines were called to the scene after a policeman called in to the station to report the blaze. The building had been under construction during the final years of its restoration following its 2014 fire; the result of flammable gases from a foam canister reacting with the heat from a nearby projector. Local fire officials concluded that old ventilation ducts allowed the fire to spread to neighbouring studios and upwards throughout the rest of the building. A spokesperson of the British Automatic Fire Sprinkler Association stated the fire in 2018 was caused by a sprinkler system that had not yet been fitted as part of the restoration following the 2014 fire; forensic scientists are currently still investigating the ruin to find the origin of the fire.

But what are the plans moving forward? Miles Glendinning, a professor at the University of Edinburgh stated “when a building has multiple fires it doesn’t mean that it can’t be saved, so long as the shell is still there it is still possible to do.” Stephen Bayley, a design critic and author expressed “You could take his original idea, his plans, and develop it, but should make something that exemplifies the spirit of the building in 2018, not its spirit from 1909.”


51 Brooks, Libby. “Glasgow School of Art: sprinklers had not been fitted after first fire.” accessed March 15, 2019.

52 Brooks, Libby. “Glasgow School of Art: sprinklers had not been fitted after first fire.” Accessed March 15, 2019.

As it stands, the Glasgow School of Art and the committee dedicated to restoring the Mackintosh Building back to its former glory are essentially undertaking the process of duplication. To copy the likeness of an existing structure is to intervene with an act that denies change and reverse for posterity through the refusal to recognize time and space. The fires of 2014 and 2018 live within the building, they redefined its character in the urban context and should be celebrated in its story and preserved through engagement, not by erasure. “Preservation begins with recognizing the diverse transformations monuments have undergone through time. This recognition is also an insight into understanding preservation as another transformation.” This approach to preservation exemplifies the tradition that “all that is authentic by acknowledging three simple realities: nothing lasts, nothing is finished, and nothing is perfect.”

“Matter remembers. Also it files information. The earth’s layers remember geological ages, the rings of a tree recall past springs and autumns, and the archaeological mound is a reminder of the passage of cultures. The built structure remembers living habits and processes, contains information about historic vicissitudes, and forms the material basis of collective memory.”

In architecture, the accumulation of energy in form and information is expressed in the persistence of certain spatial organizations through time.

54 Wong, Liliane, 39.

55 Wong, Liliane, 85.


“The tenacious survival of urban schemes or building typologies, the rare consistency of some formal layouts, and the continued adherence to certain construction solutions are evidence of the existence of a morphological memory: a memory that does not rest only in the heads of builders, inhabitants, or spectators, but is present as well in the architecture itself.”

2.22 Firefighters fighting blaze into the following morning, 2018.

58 Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 66.
Aerial of destruction caused by the fire. 2018.
2.24 Smoke rising from the ruin after the fire was extinguished. 2018.
2.25  *Destruction following the fire. 2018.*
Second floor steel members distorted following fire. 2018.
2.27 Stone degradation and construction workers stabilizing the building. 2018.
A consciousness of past time or passing time lives in physical traces within architecture. These impressions become a deeper feeling—it becomes an awareness of humans and life that once possessed spaces which charged them with a special sensation. A sensitive body of architecture beholds a quality that bears witness to the reality of past life. The Glasgow School of Art possesses these same traces, traces privy to establishment, growth, prosperity, and events within the institution; specifically—and most notably—the two fires. The building has consumed two fires and who’s to say it won’t catch again?...

---

3.1 Interior render of studio spaces following construction of new concrete casts.
Chapter 3

*A building that continues to burn*
“The artist cannot attain to mastery in his art unless he is endowed in the highest degree with the faculty of invention.”

—Charles Rennie Mackintosh
Thermodynamics are grounded in science that deals with the exchange and relationship of heat and other substances; this thesis defines thermodynamics as the physics of becoming. There are two principles of thermodynamics; the first law being the law of conservation in energy; the second law directly relating to the opposing side of fire’s ability to create; entropy. This oxymoronic etymology links the speed of processes to the increase of degradation while providing a valuable tool for analyzing transformations and changes through time by the effects of fire on an artifact. Newton described the changes associated with the impact of heat to be irreversible. Entropy introduces disorder, degradation, irreversible time, and allegorical change into the transformative processes of fire. Increased entropy accompanies the energy changes resulting in new arrangements of material elements—or new architectures—of energy that cannot be recovered in the same form as it was put in; but the new arrangements of material elements represent the memory of the universe, and is in relation to them that time appears to be irreversible. “Time then, is associated with the “creative evolution” of the organized being, but also, necessarily, with the corresponding degradation of order in the environment.” It is important to ground these theories—between time, memory, degradation, creation, and evolution—surrounding fire in real time. The Glasgow School of Art poses question to all of these elements associated with fire and their relevance to the study of architecture and matter. The idea is to understand the Glasgow School of Art as a narrative-bearing material structure—a

---

60 Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 5.


62 Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 61.
substance of matter—matter requires energy to maintain its form, and form, in turn, can be thought of as a wealth of stored energy.\textsuperscript{63}

The Glasgow School of Art is composed of limestone walls for all structural partitions with all columns in-place along the structural axis. Much of the existing structure is intact, however walls toward the top of the building—slanted, or uniquely shaped by fire—have either experienced partial collapse or degradation in the form of melted stone, mortar deterioration, spalling and cracks, as well as displacement of stone courses. This has caused the existing building to become unstable in various locations; currently the building remains as a stone carcass as the internal structure was either

\textsuperscript{63} Fernandez-Galiano, Luis, 63.
completely burned out or in an extremely fragile and unsafe condition. The internal floors, secondary columns, door cases, and centre stairwell was constructed of old-growth heart pine members which are either in a vulnerable state or non-existent after the most recent fire. This type of wood is durable and stable, however was not able to withstand the force of two fires.

3.3 1/3, 1:100 Sectional scale model of the Glasgow School of Art, reduced to ashes.
2/3, 1:100 Sectional scale model of the Glasgow School of Art, burning.
3.5  2/3, 1:100 Sectional scale model of the Glasgow School of Art, post-burn.
3/3, 1:100 Sectional scale model of the Glasgow School of Art, burning.
3.7 3/3, 1:100 Sectional scale model of the Glasgow School of Art, post-burn.
The building withholds a pre-existing order providing opportunity to intervene; this thesis utilizes this order as a framework to inform the new intervention and proposed system. The existing structure will play the host, new content being the guest—it is critical this relationship proposes an intervention that engages with the structure and is respectful of the host DNA—representing a deliberate intervention that delineates the past from the present as distinct efforts, but allows both parts to co-exist in partnership. A pre-existing order; a living structure which seeks to explore the degree of interface between existing context, and new content...
The host and the guest
—Existing context, new content

The quest for immortality is the stuff of legends. It gives no signal of time in suspension; buildings and objects openly continue a process of disintegration, and recreation. To intervene on an existing structure is to inherit its story, materials, and transformative interventions, while strengthening the continuation of cultural phenomena built into the structure’s metaphorical DNA. Connections are established across the fabric of time and space, preservation and memory which are all densely built-in tools unique to that building. What does this mean for a building which has burned and essentially become a ruin—yet still salvageable in its state of fragility? An intervention which allows the burning past (and present) to inform its future allows for the continuity of time without erasing the traces of past events. This approach perpetuates the spirit of the host and its DNA, allowing for a continuum through time offering a different type of immortality by means of a new system; a physical and metaphorical support. Ramón Margalef states:

“the information that is inherent in present structures and which can be used to reconstruct the past can be considered to be a true reflection of the energy used to degrade the past. This energy has not been altogether lost, since the structures it has formed or informed remain important in channeling future changes, rendering certain future states more probable than others. It is possible to discover or interpret the ‘utility’ of this information we are willing to accept that accumulated structures render more efficient the future degradation of more energy.”

This study is a process of revealing a reciprocal partnership between the burned artifact, and the contemporary intervention with fire as the mediator and negotiator


with the role of informing a robust coexistence between two parts. The relics of the old structure become physically knit with new parts dependent on the existing confines of the old structure and the behaviour of fire. As an act of preservation, this partnership derives a retroactive approach to engage and reveal, opposed to the traditional means of preservation described by Rem Koolhaas which seeks to freeze and conceal.\textsuperscript{66} Transformations embrace, reveal and enhance the depths and complexities of the existing structure creating a surge, a symbiosis and robust partnership built on this provisional relationship. In doing so, a natural reciprocity provokes an unfinished architecture, an inconclusive narrative of a singular process, perpetuating the spirit of the host.

System

Glasgow School of Art
"Legacy mode"

1. Glasgow School of Art route
2. Pilates
3. Slabs
4. Cast evolution
Pilotis

New column to existing limestone wall
"Retained order"

A network of newly cast pilasters pull within the existing order of the Glagov School of Arts positioned along X and Y axis of its grid. Utilising the existing grid retains the order of the building while strengthening the ruled. New columns provide a framework to support the existing limestone walls, while also providing the support for infill and additions following subsequent fires.
New slab to existing limestone wall

"Semi-construction"

Newly casted slab components are the second stage of intervention; they create new elements within the building and offer lateral stability between the new columns. Drop beams integrated within the slab provide greater reinforcement for the limestone walls, thus reducing cracking of the slabs.

1. Existing limestone wall
2. New cast slab (to drop beams)
3. New cast columns, through

The building acts as a container for its own rain; the idea is not to create an exhibition or museum out of the slabs but to allow the building to naturally degrade over time while still offering safe habitation.

3.10 System diagram
Wall

New wall to existing limestone wall

"Reciprocal partnership"

Newly casted slab components are the second stage of intervention; they create new slabs within the building and offer lateral stability between the new columns. Deep beams inserted within the slabs provide greater reinforcement for the limestone walls, thus reducing cracking of the slabs.

Welded wire mesh creates a new internal cage structure, jacketed over both sides of degraded stones; the same is coated and supported by new concrete.

1. Existing limestone wall
2. New cast slab for deep beams
3. New cast columns, through
4. New cast wall
5. New internal cage structure

3.11 System diagram
3.12  Section i; building section illustrating the partnership of the burned artifact and the integration of new system; the colour red highlights new parts. Due to the unpredictability of fire and its effects, this section showcases one potential outcome of subsequent fires on the building.
Section ii; building section illustrating the partnership of the burned artifact and the integration of new system; the colour red highlights new parts. Due to the unpredictability of fire and its effects, this section showcases one potential outcome of subsequent fires on the building.
Section iii; building section illustrating the partnership of the burned artifact and the integration of new system; the colour red highlights new parts. Due to the unpredictability of fire and its effects, this section showcases one potential outcome of subsequent fires on the building.
Through the act of casting, layering becomes a physical catalogue of iterations to a historicity of additive and subtractive transformations. Fire is the designer which garners no sympathy for its consumption. With no parameters or control, fire is not meant to temporize the contemporary intervention in any way, it proposes a destructive and constructive nature at its own, unforgiving volition. This proposal aims to suggest a newly combined timezone which creates possibilities for the emergence of new realities and interventions testing and extending the capabilities of the host; the Glasgow School of Art. The phenomena of morphological permanence is understood in terms of an accumulated energy—as memory—in existing things. Present time intervenes in the conformation of the future by energetically charging objects in continuum more efficient than rupture, and renovation more efficient than demolition, through the persistence of boundaries, foundations, perceptual habits, and building traditions. This manifestation of economy is derived from the symbolic persistence of place, forms, and memory.67

Architecture consists of structures, space, circulation, varied systems and facades which are the basic units that identify all buildings—their bones, blood vessels, organs, and skin.68 As humans possess genetic differences—eye colour, shape, size, etc. —the same differences in architectural elements differentiate building-to-building—material, structure, details, etc.—inherently identifying each building as unique. To intervene on a building is to inherit its DNA, to alter, renovate, or extend a building requires a sensitive correspondence to its genes. Successful interventions correspond new order with existing genes, this lies in the introduction of compatible parts between the host and the guest: any incompatibility is referred to as the Frankenstein syndrome.69 This is where it is important to define the roles of the host and the guest.

68 Wong, Liliane, 122.
69 Wong, Liliane, 34.
Host structures possess the principles within their own architecture—“structural elements, material properties, spatial sequences, organizing lines, geometric proportions”—a partnership with a new guest is to reanimate existing order while maintaining or strengthening semblance of their integrity. A reciprocity in this relationship within the proposed intervention offers a continuous dialogue—a provisional partnership between these two parts builds on their reciprocal nature. To intervene with a host structure is to make a stance on time with the host structure already characterized by a form, material and organizational identity. Sometimes a host structure is simply a relic. It is not transformed but rather serves as the catalyst for new construction. The spirit of these relics pervades the detailing of the new building, guiding a spatial experience that very much recalls the old one.

The proposed system outlined in the diagrams above acts as a framework upon which the architect controls the design following a fire. The relationship between the host and the guest becomes a play between action and reaction, fire and design. Physical deterioration by the infliction of fire becomes a moment where the architect becomes the editor—or the guest to frame the memory of the fire—the idea being the iterative process of change by fire becomes a new condition or blueprint upon which the architect acts. The section drawings above illustrate how the insertion of the new system within the ruin could achieve varied outcomes within same section cut through the building. The intention behind this series of drawings is to communicate the unpredictability fire has on buildings and the rate of deterioration, and potential outcomes of an evolving design through time. Furthermore, to suggest areas of editing, or the architect’s hand; it is crucial to characterize the role of fire, the role of the architect, and the relationship between two parts.

---

70 Wong, Liliane, 130.

71 Wong, Liliane, 132.
This thesis proposes the Glasgow School of Art as the host building—characterized as a *semi-ruin*, not entirely intact and missing some elements—and also the framework suitable for insertions and additions. The purpose of such additions or alterations serve a double-function; firstly, to bring the existing structure back to a *whole* state; and secondly, to extend the capacity of the existing structure. In doing so, the intervention is limited by the load-bearing capacity of the host for the support of new architectures which have been shaped by fire and embraces sequential fires. An articulation of adding to, subtracting from, enveloping, extending, weaving amongst, co-existing with are all operations which encapsulate the new system. The newly constructed parts come in the form of columns, slabs, staircases, etc. Following a predetermined order serves as a parameter for the formulation of new parts; this approach allows for the contemporary addition to “reflect the lost, but without imitating it,” and to co-inhabit the past without erasure or recriminations...

---

72 Wong, Liliane, 111.

73 Wong, Liliane, 111.

74 Wong, Liliane, 138.
Cast-in-place
—Methodology

When buildings burn we either demolish them completely due to safety concerns or restore them by a number of preservation techniques. But how can we begin to look at fires—or the act of burning—as an iterative design process? How can we look at degradation as an opportunity to reveal new relationships between form and inhabitation? This study aims to position fire as an agent for change using the Glasgow School of Art as the burned artifact. The hypothesis being the emergence of a new construction and partnership with the existing semi-ruined building seeks to immortalize the building suggesting ideas about the relationship between construction, combustion, time, and memory. Fire is one of the fundamental principles of phenomenas surrounding the creation of architecture and life as we understand it today. This thesis explores the place of memory in architecture, both in terms of fire as an instrument of memory and design, and in terms of memory as a material dimension of architecture.

The project deals with the the natural effects and properties of fire as an element to resemble its true nature; inscribing, layering, cutting, adding, and subtracting—removing parameters and control in the process. Concrete was used as the cast material to characterize the new system—it takes advantage of the material properties of concrete to strengthen and to act as an agent for form-finding for the integration with its immediate context and natural conditions.
3.16  Photos of new cast material in sectional model
3.17  Photos of new cast material in sectional model
3.18 Photos of new cast material in sectional model
The project sets out to metamorphically charge the existing building to continue its use as an art school into the future. Retaining the structure as a centralized hearth of the university connects the building to its history, story, and future. The function of the existing structure remains the same; its organization and order act as a framework between existing context and new content. Casting as a methodology gives an application to preserve within the study of architecture, it speculates on the cast, or the volumetric alteration as a device that preserves a material culture in a time-sensitive context. It shows how casting and burning, fabrication and reinterpretation techniques can be utilized to preserve cultural artefacts which have been consumed by a fire. Casts and burned artifacts represent the historic sculpture and transformations which become a collection of physical memories which resemble a timestamp of the event. It further explores the possibility to preserve a moment in time to document the form of architecture in continuous flux. This creates a new timezone between two parts in partnership and becomes a serendipitous, playful, and unpredictable evolution of layering and physical indexing. Having consumed multiple fires, the Mackintosh Building has experienced many changes, acquiring depth and complexity throughout its evolution, such as structural collapse and degradation.

The concept of contradiction in fire, aids the idea of disassembly and reassembly, allowing for the natural properties of fire to take-over and create new architectures or pyroarchitectures which cannot be described without time. Time demonstrates the outcome of a multitude of compositions; thus proving fire to be an essential tool of experimentation and exploration of the unpredictable phenomena of fire and its theoretical discourse. Indexing each casted iteration demonstrates the spatial and structural qualities achieved with underlying tectonic structures as they are developed and changed through a building’s legacy. The semi-ruin becomes a semi-construction without completion—this attempts to simulate and distill abstract conceptual strategies into a built reality. This responds to a multidisciplinary approach
and reflexivity to query notions of memory within the context of architecture; specifically studying architecture’s interrelation with fire. Thresholds between existing context and new content trace these effects and store time and memory physically into their material reactions and the burned artifact; expressing the exothermic reaction, thus symbolizing the burn.

The organization of the new school is generated from the evolution or act of burning inflicted on the building. Layering represents not only the memory of the building and its narrative, but also a social and cultural memory too; one linked to all human senses which seeks to store its cultural foundation casted-in-place. Layers begin to reflect functions of a society or culture which become a visible patchwork-type narration—a physical manifestation of change over time.\textsuperscript{75}

\textsuperscript{75} Wong, Liliane, 45.
Conclusion

Fire is so highly valued because its elemental; it offered experiences of purity within the spiritual realm and provided a link between the physical world and our ancestors’ conception of the principles of the universe. The symbolism of the hearth engages the elemental force to provide thermal requirements for living and brought this primordial phenomenon to everyday experience. This experience is further accentuated by the relationship between the primitive hut and primitive fire: material and energy that form the inhabitable environment. Construction and fire, matter and energy are complementary and interchangeable to either construct or combust. They become a celebration of time, and within it both life and death, both creation and degradation. The hut and the bonfire, construction and combustion ground pyroarchitectures in the history of inhabitation and experience through constructed order and combustible disorder. Architecture brings fire, chaos and organization together in flows between energy and processes. This strong bond between architecture and fire has undergone a metamorphosis in history, yet also through this history itself, become a progressive and erosive demise of the symbolic value of fire in architecture. The importance of fire and its inherent qualities within the practice of architecture express why the Glasgow School of Art—a building with such a rich history of immortality and combustion—must be preserved in a new way that engages its relationship with fire.

Architecture, as an arrangement of material elements, must be understood both as a product of memory and as a physical support for it. In architecture, the

---
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importance of time and memory play a role with our capacity to generate stronger ties to our cultural evolution and inhabitation of space. Understanding the nature of time allows one to explore what the duration of time means in regards to invention, creation of forms, and continuous elaboration of something new.

By using physical modelling and architectural documentation, the project perceives a physical experience of articulated space rather than its measured reality. By investigating these objects, it further accentuates the tension between the burned artifact and the impression of the fire on the physical structure and the translation of this relationship. The ‘remembered’ or nostalgic quality of physical and architectural documentation simply records the perceived permanence of the fundamental aspect of temporality and ephemeral nature of the element. The project provides the immediate site context as a built-up fossil where the monolithic intervention is juxtaposed against the filigree of the Art Nouveau masterpiece. The agenda of the additive and subtractive intervention here was to create spectacle out of the ordinary as support for structure both on the interior and the exterior. This device is a unified gesture within the heavily fortified host; the existing building is preserved within the new building. The casted layers resemble time, a multi-layered spatial experience of a permanent semblance of architecture in ruins. The systematic proposal explores the paradigm of an incomplete architecture. A variable programme directed by a means of preservation which has evolved as a process of gradual degradation and decay by the infliction of fire. Such a building should be used to inform the future while acknowledging the past and should be a symbol of prosperity and depict a message of resilience.
Glossary

*Addition* - a quantitative process of increase in number or degree.\(^80\)

*Architecture* - the construction of the artificial environment.\(^81\)

*Construction* - the art of making a meaningful whole out of many parts.\(^82\)

*Combustion* - the process of burning.\(^83\)

*Degradation* - the process of breaking down in separate parts or elements.\(^84\)

*Energy* - the capacity to do work, and is required for life processes.\(^85\)

*Fire* - along with heat provide modes of explanation in the most varied domains, because they have been for us the occasion for unforgettable memories, for simple and decisive personal experiences. Fire is thus a privileged phenomenon which can explain anything. If all that changes slowly may be explained by life, all that changes quickly is explained by fire. Fire is the ultra-living element. It is intimate and it is universal. It lives in our heart. It lives in the sky. It rises from the depths of the substance and offers itself with the warmth of love. Or it can go back down into the substance and hide there, latent and pent-up, like hate and vengeance. Among all phenomenon, it is really the only one to which there can be so definitely attributed the opposing values of good and evil. It shines in Paradise. It burns in Hell. It is gentleness and torture. It is cookery and it is apocalypse. It is a pleasure for the good child sitting prudently by the hearth; yet

80 Wong, Liliane, 190.

81 Fernández-Galiano, Luis, 63.


punishes any disobedience when the child wishes to play too close to its flames. It is well-being and it is respect. It is a tutelary and a terrible divinity, both good and bad. It can contradict itself; thus it is one of the principles of universal explanation.  

*Entropy* - Alters our conception of time in direction, while marking orientation of time.  

*Preservation* - a property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes the retention of distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.  

*Purity* - quality or condition of being pure: the state of being unmixed - freedom from manner that contaminates, defiles, corrupts, or debases; physical cleanliness.  

*Pyroarchitecture* - a construction or architecture constructed or disarranged through the element of combustion by a means of reactionary plundering by fire.  

*Pyromena* - phenomenon produced by fire.  

*Pyromenon* - product of fire.  

*Subtraction* - the addition of negative numbers, whole or otherwise.  

*Thermal homogenization* - a singular space quantified by space; the changeable climate gives way to standardized comfort.  

---
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Thermodynamics - the physics of becoming.93

93 Prigogine, From Being to Becoming, p. xviii.
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Precedents

The following precedent studies ground the thesis its three positions; fire has its place in the creating new architecture, casting is an effective methodology for preservation, and duplication is an insensitive approach to preservation.

—Brüder Klaus Field Chapel | Peter Zumthor

The field chapel finds itself rooted in biblical references and its creation with fire parallels these references with architecture. In its composition, the chapel boasts energy and memory through its material expression; the interiors of charred concrete. This case study explores one side of fire’s ability; to create, however this thesis explores the opposite side of that ability; to destruct. Both this case study and thesis look at burning as a way to create new conditions, however, this thesis draws more on degradation to an existing structure which informs a new one; not simply burning a formwork to achieve a desired material condition.
The project sought to achieve three basic objectives; to structurally consolidate the elements that were at risk; to differentiate the additions from the original structure (avoiding the mimetic reconstructions that Cádiz law prohibits) and to recover the volume, texture and tonality that the tower originally had. The essence of the project is not intended to be, therefore, an image of the future, but rather a reflection of its own past, its own origin. This case study is a beautiful example of preserving a castle at risk of collapse, allowing the structure to exist as is, yet intervening in a way which strengthens it and brings it back to a whole state. This case study creates an opening for this thesis to argue the application of a similar preservation technique of casting into a burned building which has also suffered degradation, to achieve similar objectives.

*Fig. 2.* Cast new structure intervention with the Matrera Castle.
Due to deteriorating architectural columns, stonework, marble slabs and cornice work, the U.S. Capitol had undergone a restoration project to keep the building functioning. Where possible, columns and capitals, and stone masonry were laser cleaned and placed back in their original location, and over 300 new carved marble details and column flutes, and more were fabricated and installed. This technique of duplication does not acknowledge time through a building’s narrative which is an insensitive response to its past and future. As previously stated by Julian Harrap, this is a disgrace to the profession, denies change and reverse for posterity through the refusal to recognize time and space. This thesis characterizes this type of preservation as an inappropriate way to commemorate and celebrate a building’s legacy.

Fig 3. North wing under construction.
Charles Rennie Mackintosh

Work at Honeyman & Keppie began to lose value following the catastrophic collapse of the City of Glasgow Bank in 1878 as commissions began to dry up. At this time, John Keppie partnered with Honeyman to liven the firm with a distinguished past and youthful energy, hoping this would regain value in the firm. Before the emergence of Mackintosh as an architect, little evidence or reliable documentation identifies what exactly Mackintosh’s role in the firm was in his early days—typically job entry books were filled out by senior partners and not junior associates within the company.

During his time at Honeyman & Keppie, two of the firm’s largest commissions in the first four years of Mackintosh’s have annotations of Mackintosh’s hand annotating construction materials and structural notations. At this time Mackintosh was highly involved in the working drawing stages of the design process working on technical detailing, while Honeyman and Keppie had more control over the aesthetic of the buildings. He had involvement in a significant amount of projects until he began taking control of smaller scale projects himself.

Along with the Glasgow School of Art, a small number of clients within his active years between 1896 and 1910 commissioned him for his style and design attitude. A fundamental shift in architecture and his extreme individualism restricted the amount of clients who chose him for architectural taste and style. In 1901, Mackintosh bought out Honeyman’s half of the partnership and a new partnership agreement was signed between Keppie and Mackintosh as partners.

During his time at the Glasgow School of Art he joined Herbert MacNair, Margaret Macdonald, and Frances Macdonald in a group who were known as The Sharples, Joseph. “The Architectural Career of C.R. Mackintosh.” Accessed March 9, 2019.


Mackintosh and McNair were both interns at Honeyman and Keppie, and the Macdonald sisters were fellow students at the Glasgow School of Art. This formation was a creative alliance who produced controversial graphics and decorative art which contributed greatly to the recognition of modern art in Glasgow; formerly described as the *Glasgow style*.

---

Mackintosh Building

A building committee—Newbery—was organized with numerous subscriptions of donations from private donors in preparation for a competition. With such a tight budget of only £14,000, a highly detailed brief was put together to ensure that all requirements were being met; studios were to be north facing and interconnected and be accessed from a corridor, the height of windows to be at least three-quarters the depth of the studios, no windows in-line with the building on the south-facing side, etc. Submitted designs were to have a plan of each floor, a longitudinal section, two cross sections, and all facades.

---


The host and the guest

Dating back thousands of years to the worship of fire, sun, spiritual realms, and biblical references, the theories behind reincarnation act as an analogy for the rebirth of pyroarchitectures. An Eastern approach to afterlife is reincarnation; rebirth as another form of being. Different belief systems; Hinduism, Buddhism, Sikhism, etc. all subscribe to beliefs of immutability of the soul within changing bodies.99 As an analogy for architecture, intervening on existing structures now gain a second, third, fourth life—each time developing deeper complexity and history within their walls, while transforming and changing through each life. This same logic with preservation can be attributed to the same ideals about preservation until the early 20th century about Christian resurrection; Jesus’ resurrection from death in perpetuity 100. Through resurrection, Jesus himself changed: eight days following his death, the resurrected Jesus walked through locked doors to present himself to his disciples; an ability not mentioned prior to his death. Similarly, forty days following his crucifixion he ascended to heaven and was never seen on earth again—resurrection is a transformative act which involves change.101 The same must be said for resurrection of a building in ruin, a fossil which can be revealed and built upon that recognizes and accepts changes inherent in time. Zumthor explains the emergence of new architectures that adapt to old ones, by integration of layers and the visual appearance of evolution—analyzing the substance of walls strips them of their make-up—examining their joints is where their complex genesis is revealed.102
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Negative Mackintosh

Negative Mackintosh was an early study into the metamorphosis of the Mackintosh through iterative design changes of the effects of fire looking at the negative spaces created by fire. The study began with building scaled floors of the building and casting plaster into the rooms of each floor. The task then was to light each floor on fire and essentially burn out the building and be left with the negative of the floor plan. Then, reinterpreting changes in the plan, redrawing and rebuilding the floors based on the changes from the first iteration. The floors would then be recast and burned out again. The hypothesis behind this study was that through the act of burning and reinterpretation of the plan, each iteration would yield varied negatives of each floor; becoming a collection of changes through time.

However, once conducting this experiment, a couple observations realized some difficulties; 1. typically only the perimeter walls burned out, 2. the plaster acted as a heat sink which didn’t allow the model to get to high enough temperatures to have a better result, and 3. interior partitions didn’t burn out due to lack of oxygen. It was at this point where looking at the structure specifically became more interesting. Each experiment conducted to this point wanted to retain some level of control and applied parameters, however, it was this study that proved that fire takes its own control. This realization led into the thesis today.
Fig 4. Constructed scaled model floor of the Mackintosh Building (Image by author).

Fig 5. One modelled floor engulfed in fire (Image by author).
Fig 6. Model floor, post-burn (Image by author).

Fig 7. Built-up model of burned, casted Mackintosh Building (Image by author).